TENDER GLUE
YOU ARE TENNESSEE

OFFICIAL RELEASE DATE: 16th March
PRIVATE LISTENING
Alternative folk artist Tender Glue is set to release the second single, You Are
Tennessee, taken from his forthcoming album coming out later this year. Due
for official release on Friday 16th March the new single features endearing lo-fi
vocals paired with a soothing guitar melody throughout.
Hailing from Poland, but now residing in New York City, singer-songwriter
behind Tender Glue, Tom Gluewicki, has been drawn to music from a young age.
After his older brother was tricked into trading a brand new Adidas soccer ball
for an old broken guitar, Tom, aged 12, set out to fix it with duct tape and
determination to learn how to play. Although that was short lived after his mum
threw out the guitar soon after, Tom went on to buy himself a guitar in his early
twenties and hasn’t looked back since.

Tom had been planning a trip to Nashville before ever writing You Are
Tennessee. He explains that Tennessee represents the name of a person who
gives without wanting anything in return, rather than just a place. This second
single is a fusion of alternative folk and indie rock with elements of post punk
and simple yet engaging lyricism. Self-recorded with minimal equipment by Tom
in the closet of his studio apartment, the single boasts both charm and ambience.
You Are Tennessee will be released on 16th March via Tom’s independent
record label ‘Don’t Label Me Records’ which operates on a DIY ethos with the
aim to culminate a community of passionate like-minded musicians whose
priority is to create raw and genuine songs. Release dates of following singles
from the album will be posted on social media platforms in the run up to the
release.
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